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On Friday, 2nd of September 2022, TEAM4Excellence organized in Agigea, Romania the fourth 

transnational meeting within the Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership “Career Guidance in Blue 

Economy”. 

The event was attended by delegates from Osmaniye İl Milli Eğitim Müdürlüğü (Turkey) and 

Sea Teach (Spain) along with the host of the event TEAM4Excellence (Romania). 

 

The BeBlue Project is a response to the lack of transparency of skills and qualifications, which 

is responsible for inefficiencies in the blue economy labour market. On top of that, the low 

labour mobility of “blue professionals” is also a problem that workers from Europe have to 

face. Interviews with blue stakeholders led to the conclusion that increasing the transparency 

of skills needed in the related fields would be suitable, achievable and feasible for improving 

the labour market inefficiencies. 

The partners set the final dates for the Blue Career Path Platform piloting, a tool through 

which we centralized information about 100 blue careers. This Career Map will be tested and 

reviewed by 15 VET organizations. After that, partners established quality criteria both for the 

Online Training Course in Blue Economy and the Blue Career eMentoring Programme. 

The Online Training Course Career Guidance in Blue Economy is is already available on our 

platform in English, Romanian, Spanish and Turkish. It contains valuable information about 

each sector of the Blue Economy, where learners can find out which job offers match their 

qualifications and interests.  
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The eMentoring Programme aims to connect a mentor, who may be an industry professional 

or a teacher, with a mentee, someone interested in Blue Economy who wants personal 

guidance and expert career advice. 

      

At the end of the meeting, the partners set the final deadlines for the dissemination and 

implementation strategy for the following project results. 

Follow the project page https://trainingclub.eu/beblue/ to be updated with the latest news 

on the stages, progress and activities of the BeBlue Project. 

The activity is part of the implementation plan of the project “Career Guidance in Blue 

Economy”, co-funded by the European Commission under Grant Agreement ID 2020-1-RO01-

KA202-080397 
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